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1st Quarter Update, 2016 
“CloverCroft” 
 
Dearest Family and Friends, 
 
Seasons’ Change.  The Seasons here are changing.  Winter, which wasn’t much to write home 
about this year, is receding, and Spring is in the air.  Ahhh, Spring!  A season of amazing moments 
of rebirth and rejuvenation, like when you open your windows for the first time in months and 
flood the stale rooms with fresh air. 
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Or when the thick river ice breaks up and moves downstream with groans and clunks and 
growls, and forms a temporary ice dam here by our house where the river takes a big bend.   

 
 
Or when that surest sign of Spring - those maple sap buckets - get hung on the trees to collect the 
sap to be turned into our famous local maple sugar and maple syrup.  In the Spring, liquid sap in 
trees starts to move upwards to nourish the new growth.  By driving hollow spikes into the 
maples’ trunks, the sap then drips out into buckets hung on the spikes.  Maple trees give up a 
tasty but thin sap which has to be boiled down to thicken.  Here, our neighbors John and Mike at 
Weston Farms are harvesting the sap and boiling it down in their sugar house to make syrup.   
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But Winter does not suddenly vanish.  It hangs around, and today, March 24th, as I start typing 
this, it is snowing on the budding green plants! 

 
 
Winter seems to have sped by, and we only went snowshoeing once, skating once, cross-country 
skiing once and never got downhill skiing at all.  And we didn’t burn a single stick of wood – 
which is really a surprise!  But I did get into Tuckerman’s Ravine with Jiedine on one of the 
coldest days of the year in January, and again on the relatively balmy first day of Spring.   
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That last pic doesn’t do the size of Tuckerman’s justice, so here are some details by telephoto 
lens with humans in the foreground for scale.   

      
Wait, Winter, don’t leave yet, I have more to do this season! 
 
 
Snow.  There is a purity and a sensuality to fallen snow.  
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Now, we all know that everything looks better with snow on it, right, 

        
but I have searched this Winter for images of fallen snow shaped by underlying topography and 
by the elements, like wind and temperature, into something……else.  Add shadows on those 
forms, and scenes are sometimes black and white and sometimes blue and white.  Search as I 
might, I didn’t quite find it, I don’t think.  But I am beginning to understand what it is that I am 
looking for – first, sensual shapes;  then flawlessness, no debris or surface marks;  like perfect 
human skin on body contours;  then perhaps some dramatic shadows;  and then of course finding 
within myself the talent and ability to capture an image without any highlights blown out!   

        
 

 
Gosh, all the snow is disappearing so fast now, and I have to climb higher into the mountains to 
find any.  Wait, Spring, slow down.  I am in no hurry for bug season! 
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Geese.  East Conway is a farming community on the floodplain of the Saco River.   
 
 

Walking out our front door and turning west (left on this image) up Palm Drive, a private drive 
with only two other houses on it, you enter forested hills and mountains and can walk for several 
days through unbroken forest, and encounter only one road to cross, and that road is closed in 
the winter.  Walk the other way, east (right) towards the river and, well, as you can see on the 
Google image I pasted in above, you are in cultivated fields, fallow this time of year having only 
just been uncovered from their blanket of snow.  River bottoms make for interesting photo ops.  
Standing basically in the same spot, about in the middle of that image above, within a hundred 
feet or so of the Maine-New Hampshire border, on any recent day, one might see:   
looking to the east, a foggy sunrise over the now ice-free Saco River;  

 

Our	House	
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and here, looking west, Sherman Farms, an actual working farm; 

 
 
and across the intersection from Sherman Farm, our CloverCroft, where we only, but seriously, 
contemplate farming, with 3,268 foot Mt. Kearsarge behind it; 
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and here, reflections in the oxbow pond on a gray morn (the oxbow is that U-shaped part of the 
abandoned river on the Google image across the street from our house which remains filled with 
water all year);  

 
 
and here, looking southwest, snow showers pass in front of Mt. Chocorua; 
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and here, looking south, geese, a sure sign of changing seasons, pass over a mist shrouded hill.   

 
 
Which brings me to the subject of geese.  Sherman Farm, marked by the red thingy on the 
satellite image above, runs a “Maze” in a cornfield every year in September and October, drawing 
as many as a thousand people on a weekend day who pay money to try to find their way through 
the maise maze.  Since the corn grows much taller than a person, it is easy to get lost inside the 
10-acre maze.  On Halloween, Sherman Farm adds an element of spookiness and fright and it is 
quite the show with sound effects and explosions!  Here’s an aerial pic I lifted off their website. 
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Anyway, that un-harvested Maze corn and all the stalks ends up mostly on the ground,  

 
 
seasoned over the winter by the snow cover, and, with the change of seasons, come the geese, 
who have wintered over somewhere, and are now en route to their summer homes far to the 
north, and who hang here in the freshly exposed fields eating, and bobbing about in the Saco 
River and the oxbow pond just a few hundred feet from our house (in the background below).   
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Geese are big birds, as evidenced by their footprints next to my size 12 muckboot.   On the right 
they crane their necks characteristically while landing.   

      
Geese fly in lovely formations, mostly “V” shapes.  (Hey, CloverCroft’s silo needs a paint job!)   

   
 
They are different colors.  I believe those are Snow geese on the left, and, right, a Canada goose.  
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And they seems to reflect light differently depending upon the angle of viewing: on the left they 
look brown, and on the right, blue. 

   
 
Watching them fly in their lovely formations, is better than any Thunderbird air show. 

 
 
Catching the evening.........     and morning sun on their wings…. 
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Taking flight they look like Silly gooses as they run along the top of the water while lifting off. 

 
Any moment now they will be gone, and I will be left alone in the fields saying “Wait, wait, don’t 
go.  Just one more picture of you silly geese!” 
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Home life.  Have we gotten all “moved in” to CloverCroft?  Good question!  We are here and we 
are very comfortable.  But are we moved in?  Not really.   All the artwork sits un-hung in the 
hallway.  All the books sit un-shelved in boxes.  All the knickknacks sit un-displayed, wrapped in 
paper in cartons, and all the overflow destined for the attic sits as clutter in my office because 
there is no convenient way into the attic!  So we are not really “settled in” yet.  Part of the reason 
is we are threatening to move the house, back away from the road, and put it on a proper 
foundation.   We are getting to know the farm though in its different moods, from fresh snowfall, 

 
to how day’s first light touches the cupola and the silo top, 
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to brilliant sunrises from out behind the baahhhn. 

 
 
We have done only some rudimentary work on the house, and some much-needed organization 
of things – wow, I have all my tools organized for the first time in a decade or more!   
 
I hung mirrors in the exercise room and Ri and I are starting to work out in a desperate attempt 
to not look like old farts.  Although I should say Ri is working out and I am snapping pix!   

     
 
 
Website.  After dreaming about, threatening, hoping for, promising, planning on and needing a 
website for 20 years, I am finally doing it!  It is pajphoto.com (I also own pajfoto.com, and   
pajphotography.com is for sale and I am trying to pick that up too).    I have been round-the-clock 
busy this Quarter designing and selecting the pix to put on the website.  Eventually, all my 
previous Qtrly Updates will be posted on the website.  Any day now it will be up and running!  I 
will let you all know when to visit! 
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2017 Calendar.  There will be NO 2016 Calendar this year.  Sorry.  No one is more disappointed 
than I am, as I sincerely tried to pull it off by remote control.  I found, however, that I simply did 
not have the images I need for an “u Maw” (Rocks) calendar.  Sure, I am a geologist, so I have 
plenty of pix of rocks!  But it is the rocks of Meghalaya that are the subjects of the proposed 
calendar, and in those subjects I am deficient.  I got as far as finding the cover shot, of a cliff with 
a famous “eye” in it, which nicely blends the twin narratives of the calendar – folk tales and 
science, both of which explain in their own way how the rocks got to be where they are today, or 
look the way they do, and it will be up to the reader to choose which story he or she prefers.   

 
But then the whole effort rapidly fell apart because I did not have the images to support the 
stories I wanted to tell, and couldn’t gather them by remote control.  So, in theory, this summer I 
shall shoot the pix and get the calendar printed in Shillong, hopefully well before the end of the 
year so I can bulk ship some back to the US and make them available on my website.   
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Da Boyz.  Arri is taking courses at SBCC, intent on being a degreed professional.  Here he 
struggles through his anatomy course, but he assures me, by displaying an erect metacarpal 
thumb bone, which, he tells me, is the first bone proximal to the thumb, connected to the 
trapezium of the carpus at the first carpometacarpal joint and to the proximal thumb phalanx at 
the first metacarpophalangeal joint, that he is totally on top of it!  He is a straight A student! 

   
 
Aibor is in a new place, finally, staying with our friend Joni, and enjoying a real kitchen to cook in, 
and Joni’s tropical jungle paradise yard!   
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Shillongites.   Bapyn, Daphi and Bolti took their brutal matriculation exams the beginning of 
March to gain entrance to Class 11.  Now they wait till June for the results.  There is no going 
beyond Class 10 unless you pass all the subjects, and a decision has to be made then too which 
course of study to take for Class 11 and 12, for example, Math and Science, or Liberal Arts.  But 
first they have to actually pass the exams!  To prepare for the exams, we moved the Girlz to 
Orina, where Ibanylla, Lorraine and Vico tutored Bolti and the Girlz around the clock for a full 
month.  Experienced at matriculation, these tutors were a big help!  Here the three tutors (on the 
right) are teaching the two Girlz (on the left) how to “sashay” into the testing facility.  “Hand on 
hip, head up, look like a Diva, shake your hair, and….one, two, three…sashay!”    
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And below they are practicing their “looks,” to be given to boys who they catch looking at them.  
Vico on the right has the “Ooooh, you are nasty and I am going to tell your mom!” look;  while 
Bapyn, not old enough to care about boys, smiles politely;  and the Lovely Lorraine demonstrates 
how she starts boy conflagrations with eye sparks!  But I think Daphi on the left is nailing it with 
her “Like I would ever be seen with a worm such as you!” look.  

 
 
So with the help of the tutors, and everyone fussing over them, they all managed to stay healthy 
and make it through the brutal two-plus weeks of exams.  The Girlz are back in Shella now with 
their family but we are trying to get them right back to Shillong and enrolled in some extra 
classes and playing some organized sports while they await the results coming in June.  
 
Abul has returned to Orina from AP where she and Sunny spent some time in that magical place. 
(Sunny especially liked making those suspension bridges bounce wildly!)  Here are a couple of 
snaps they took of each other on their trip. 
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Sunny has re-started school and Abul is busily tutoring students again, including the adorable 
Suklang, here in her school uniform, confident and ready for the new year! 
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 Jiedine is back in Delhi (Gee!  Everyone getting to travel, but us!) finishing up her International 
Law Diploma.  The temperature there today is 102 degF (39 degC) and Jiedine is dreaming of 
those days here when it was cold enough to get frost on her eyelashes!   

 
 
Bolti is helping his mom at her work, but we are going to try to get him into a computer class, and 
maybe some music lessons – he’s got “the teen idol look” down, right? 

        
Now he needs to learn to play a musical instrument.   
(Thank you everyone for sending me selfies so I could put them in this Update!!) 
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Here is a selfie Bapyn, Daphi, Bolti and Sunny sent me of them hanging in the yard at Orina.  Ohh, 
how wonderful it is to see these great kids safe and happy and healthy and relaxed…. 

 
Bapyn had a seventeenth birthday.  Wow.  I would have liked very much to be there, but all I 
could send was a silly picture to let her know I was thinking about her.   

 
Wait, all of you, slow down, don’t get any older till I get back…. !!  
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Frost.  As hinted at in the last update, I began shooting “frost on my windows” pictures.  Well, it 
became quite a passionate pursuit!  I am totally blown away by the magical world I discovered, 
and now have thousands of images and am contemplating a coffee table book.  I think the 
frosting is behind us now, with warmer weather, although today (March 25th) we are having a 
freezing rain covering everything in an icy glaze, so winter ain’t over yet!  And I have chosen this 
fine and slippery day to drive four hours over into Vermont (and four hours back) to pick up two 
things I really need.  Can you guess?  That’s right – two more of those brutally heavy fireproof 
cabinets!  HaHa!  Yes!  More, more!  It wasn’t fun enough hiring a professional crew to wrestle 
the ones I have into the barn.  No, I need more!  But, actually what I am buying are smaller, two 
drawer ones to go into the house so I don’t have to keep making the dash to the barn to stash 
HDs and laptops.  Constantly shifting hard drives from a warm house to an ice-cold barn, and 
then back again, is probably a very bad condensation-causing practice.   
 
I found two functioning files with working locks on craigslist and will save $1,000 buying them 
used, so off I go!  Nothing is easy in winter though, and I actually have to make it over to Vermont 
and back! – first, I have to de-ice the van, as it is covered in thick ice and I use the car’s heater to 
melt a little peep hole in the front windshield so I can get going….then I actually have to stay on 
the icy road!  And avoid the crazies who are driving with iced up windows!  And then there are 
distractions - many fun stops along the route to shoot the ice-covered vegetation, and take the 
scenic route home over the Kancamagus Pass as the storm lifted and I slipped and slid around in 
the middle of the ice cold Swift River, alone, in the gathering darkness, no one really knowing 
where I was, to get some sunset pix…. 
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But I digress….where was I?  Oh, yes…There are nine old inefficient windows upstairs which get 
heavy frost on the inside of the outer “storm” windows when the temperature outside goes down 
below about 20degF (minus 7degC) and moist warm air from inside the house leaks out past the 
inner window into the space between the inner and storm windows and condenses on the inside 
of the storm window.  I need nights with temps down in the teens to get really good frost, and 
those days may be over for the year!  But I shot like crazy beginning in December, at first 
handheld with my toy camera just goofing around, but eventually, seeing some of the stunning 
macro images, I brought out my real camera on a tripod and used all the skills I could muster.     
 
After a number of shots were spoiled by the ancient filth on the windows, like all this dreck on 
the upper part of this otherwise amazing shot, 

 
 
I eventually disassembled all nine windows (left below) and scraped the paint, cleaned out the 
cobwebs, and scrupulously cleaned the insides and outsides of the glass on both the inside and 
outside windows!  Not an easy job as everything was covered over and stuck together by many 
coats of paint, and some windows required a long ladder to get to the outside.  On a typical good 
frost, sunny day, the windows go from heavily frosted (middle below), sometimes 100% covered, 
in the morning, to clear and free of any hint of moisture by afternoon (right below).    
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The routine became: getting up when it was still pitch dark outside and shooting all the way 
through the day as the beautiful ice crystal artwork changed dramatically in the changing 
exterior light, and then melted, and ……….disappeared!    And magically reappeared the next 
morning in different crystalline shapes and patterns and colors!   
 
Here is a sampling: 
Pre-Dawn there is only the light from the outdoor bulbs on our neighbor’s porch and garage.  The 
yellowish/brownish color is basically the color of his garage and the light reflecting off the snow 
in his yard and driveway.   
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At First Light, when the sky brightens and gets some coloring in it, the crystals are amazing! 

 
Every morning, something new and astonishing! 
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At Sunrise, BAM! things turn golden, and I have to shoot fast as this golden moment doesn’t last. 

 
What made this ice crystal grow in such a perfectly straight line? 
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During Daylight hours, especially on the north and south facing windows, blues and whites 
predominate, colored by the sky and the snowy yard.   
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And then the Melting phase starts as the sun hits the windows and all the beautiful artwork melts 
away, usually completely, each droplet of water containing an upside-down image of the yard,  

 
except that sometimes, when it is especially cold and overcast, there is a magic Re-freezing! 
Droplets of water on the window, melted in the direct sun, upon cooling, send a spider web of 
crystals out underneath, which coalesce into long chains.  Here, water droplets with no re-
freezing yet, mix with droplets starting the process and opaque droplets frozen solid!  Wondrous.   

 
But now, with Spring, those magic days are over!  I need more cold nights.  Wait, wait!   
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Memories of a Season Passed.  At this odd and bittersweet moment, when a favored season 
fades away, and change is inexorable, some memories of this passing friend: 
 
Climbing to see NH’s tallest waterfall, soon after it broke out of its icy cover. 
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Flying along at dizzying speeds hanging on tightly to a beautiful girl!  (OK, I admit this is a staged 
pic as I had my own snow machine to drive, but that is a beautiful girl!) 

 
 
Ri setting off in a blizzard to the nearby Sherman Farm Stand for some provisions.  
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The little walks we’d take from our house down to the river and back…… 

 
 
Hanging with BFFs.   
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Making excuses - “Oh, we’re OK.  We’re just resting!” 

 
Testing new equipment, like these sweet snowshoes. 
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Meeting the neighbors. 

 
 
Getting our form back. 

 
(I hadn’t been on skates in, like, 50 years!)   
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A magic and rare moment when there is fresh snow cladding everything, and a colorful sunset!   

 
Shooting frost - I discovered I don’t need temps in the teens for the car to get frosted on the 
outside.  I just don’t park it in the barn and at only one or two degrees below freezing I get nice 
crystal growth on the outside of the car!  
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Travel Plans.  The plan at this point is to try to beat the monsoon’s expected arrival in NE India, 
which typically occurs around the first of June, although it does get very wet in Meghalaya in 
May, so the earlier our arrival, the better!  However, we are still awaiting resolution of Ri’s 
Permanent Residence status.   She has her new machine-readable Indian passport, and I have my 
sweet new OCI card, which is kind of like a permanent residence card for India, 

 
but the last thing still to fall into place is Ri’s Green Card.   After learning that Ri is still technically 
a Lawful Permanent Resident, as she has never voluntarily renounced that status nor had it 
taken away by a judge, and as she is still in possession of a valid Green Card, and as she is in the 
country legally, we first applied for an extension of her tourist visa, and then rather boldly 
applied for a new Green Card, there being a box to check on the specific form saying the reason 
she is applying is because she has an “old style” card.  Her’s never expires like the new ones do, 
but it has become fragile after all these years.  She still looks the same though, right? 

   
We included a lengthy cover letter with the application which contained all the factual details, 
because not being truthful is the absolute worst thing you can do when applying for a US visa or 
residence status.  She then went through the process of being fingerprinted at a Homeland 
Security facility down south, and the people at that facility told her the process was done and 
they would mail her the new card!  Whaaat?  Could it really be that simple?  No brutal 
interviews?  No rubber hoses?  No making her cry like they did the last time?  We’ll see.  We 
eagerly check the mailbox every day!!  It’s been weeks!  “Hurry up and wait!” as they say….  
 

Lots of Love and Best Wishes from the Jeschke Family 
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This next part was originally the very first topic of this Update, but I decided to move it here to 
the end and make it optional reading.  For all you lefties out there, this is for you.  For all my 
conservative friends, don’t bother reading this part, as I would prefer we remain friends! 
 
Silly Season.  So, American Politics!  Crazy, right?  This election season’s antics have gone from 
the ridiculous to the sublime and beyond – but what is beyond sublime?  From producing giggles 
with their pratfalls, to inspiring awe at their transcendent comedic excellence, the clown show 
has broken new ground……but whither?!   I suppose we can simply reverse the terms - sublime 
comedic excellence has now become ridiculousness.  But that doesn’t do the current frightening 
farce justice.  Silly season started ridiculous, quickly went sublime, but didn’t then revert to 
harmless ridicularity.  Rather, it veered crazily off into downright dangerous territory!  This 
clown show has splashed real gasoline on the audience, blamed that bit on immigrants, and now 
the clowns are rushing cluelessly about bumping into each other on the stage, blowing madly on 
real lit fuses attached to real explosives which they are screaming to the audience were handed 
to them by libtard school teachers, Muslims and Dictator Obama!  It’s not funny anymore!   
 
Here was my warning about Donald Drumpf, from an Update in early 2011:  “……our press 
focuses on the absurd, the outliers, the flat-earthers.  The vapid, brainless twits who flash us 
pantyless, and the human toad with the ridiculous combover who makes shit up (except the 
parts about how he screws people) have only one thing in common – they have money, or they 
claim to have money.  [I was obviously referencing Herr Drumpf, who, at the time, was only 
threatening a run for president!]  And apparently that single qualification is enough to have an 
audience gather to listen to, and to echo, their inanities, and perhaps, more perversely, the Press 
had only gathered in the first place hoping to get a view of their privates.   I don’t know who is 
more despicable – those who think that their money makes them newsworthy, quotable 
“experts,” and even qualified to be president, or the slime molds who are in presidential politics 
only for the money, like some of the current dismal crop. [Gingrich, for example, back then.]” 
 
I am not old enough to have lived through the zeitgeist pre-World War II during that descent into 
fascism, barbarism, genocide, wanton slaughter and destruction on a global scale, but I’ll bet 
there were moments similar to today where adoring crowds cheered strutting buffoons whose 
only qualifications were self-promotion and a keen sense of which fears and hatreds to foster in 
their fawning audiences.  How terrible that these genies once again are being let out of the bottle.   
 
As to Sarah Palin, I wrote a long piece titled “The Capitol Sins of Sarah Palin” on the eve of the 
presidential election in 2008, wherein I made the serious mistake of holding out hope for her 
redemption and giving her some kind words.  But she has so, so outdone herself!   What a pair 
she and Drumpf make on the world stage for all to marvel at – she, apparently knowing a lot of 
words, just not knowing how to put them together in comprehensible English; and he, a buffoon 
who knows only several words, like great and terrific, and who is an expert on only one subject, 
himself.   Good grief, they want to be in charge!  I have moved now beyond a gob-smacked state 
of shock into an uneasy queasiness, like we are on a sinking ship and land is far, far away.   Oh, 
please let this Silly Season pass quickly….and let there be as little lasting harm as possible!   
 
Ahh, but how wonderful was the moment when Chris Christie, that awful loud-mouthed bully, 
stood Tweedledum-like behind Trump, with a look like a panting puppy, an adoring acolyte, as 
he became the kowtowing supplicant to the bigger bully.  What a sublime moment.  His body 
language and facial expression should be studied carefully by actors who play beaten bullies that 
don’t slink away, but rather who want to share the limelight and shelter of the Bully Club.   


